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Hello!
Posted by Lee.H - 17 Apr 2009 23:43
_____________________________________

Hello all,

Im not very good with introductions, so this will be short and sweet.

Im Lee.H, 16 years of age, just joined the clan, thanks to Vogon for the invite.

I played alot on the gungame server before the IP reset, and now I just find myself sitting on there with
no players. Hopefully this will pick up soon. I do like to surf alot, but I dont play much on the TWK surf
server because I dont like the RP mod that much.

Music tastes is very large. I like dance, hard dance, trance, hard trance, drum and bass, rock, metal, rap,
hip hop, piano. Im sure theres more I missed off that list. Infact I went to see The Prodigy on the Monday
just gone which was fun.

Lee.

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by DreamState - 18 Apr 2009 19:41
_____________________________________

What's up with the guns menu? What I might do is disabled DM for some maps such as Fruits,
Vegetables and XIV_v2a.

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by Lee.H - 18 Apr 2009 21:49
_____________________________________

When you select random weapons EVERYTIME, it doesnt give you guns next time, you have to open
the guns menu again.

============================================================================
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Re: Hello!
Posted by Lee.H - 21 Apr 2009 00:48
_____________________________________

Also what I forgot to add was that for nearly 2 years now, i work for PsB (PunksBusted), the #1 anti
cheat site for PB (PunkBuster) games, so as you can imagine, I feel pretty strongly about anti cheat.

Lee.

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by slaB - 21 Apr 2009 07:43
_____________________________________

I usually hate PB, on Battlefield 2  

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by VoGon - 21 Apr 2009 09:43
_____________________________________

slaB wrote:

I usually hate PB, on Battlefield 2    

Thats cause ur an HAXOR!!!!!!!!!!!111             

Actually, I never had issues with PB, but I know the general feeling about it 

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by Lee.H - 21 Apr 2009 18:52
_____________________________________

Whats the problem slaB? Maybe I can help       

============================================================================
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Re: Hello!
Posted by slaB - 21 Apr 2009 22:01
_____________________________________

Problems is long gone, but when the patch 1.41 was released to Battlefield 2 punkbuster wouldn't let me
join any server for a couple of weeks or so :/ But it seems ok now. In what department are you hired? IF I
may ask 

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by Lee.H - 22 Apr 2009 00:28
_____________________________________

Accounts team, basically I regulate which clans may / may not stream their servers to us, aswell as
checking through any changes made on accounts, to ensure if everything is still ok, and making sure
clans are actually streaming, and auditing clans to ensure there is no cheaters in there. We dont want
cheaters streaming to us   

Also I moderate the forum 

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by slaB - 22 Apr 2009 13:21
_____________________________________

Kinda cool to have a guy from punkbuster in the TWK community  mm:   )

============================================================================

Re: Hello!
Posted by Tunes - 22 Apr 2009 20:31
_____________________________________

Welcome Lee to our community!

Yeah Prodigy 0wnz (or used to when I saw them here a few years ago)

Hope to see you around!

============================================================================
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